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Abstract

Deep convolution networks based strategies have shown

a remarkable performance in different recognition tasks.

Unfortunately, in a variety of realistic scenarios, accurate

and robust recognition is hard especially for the videos. D-

ifferent challenges such as cluttered backgrounds or view-

point change etc. may generate the problem like large in-

trinsic and extrinsic class variations. In addition, the prob-

lem of data deficiency could also make the designed model

degrade during learning and update. Therefore, an effective

way by incorporating the frame-wise motion into the learn-

ing model on-the-fly has become more and more attractive

in contemporary video analysis studies.

To overcome those limitations, in this work, we proposed

a deeper convolution networks based approach with pair-

wise motion concatenation, which is named deep temporal

convolutional networks. In this work, a temporal motion

accumulation mechanism has been introduced as an effec-

tive data entry for the learning of convolution networks.

Specifically, to handle the possible data deficiency, bene-

ficial practices of transferring ResNet-101 weights and da-

ta variation augmentation are also utilized for the purpose

of robust recognition. Experiments on challenging dataset

UCF101 and ODAR dataset have verified a preferable per-

formance when compared with other state-of-art works.

1. Introduction

Human action recognition in videos has drawn increas-

ing attention from the research community [1, 5, 11, 13,

16, 20, 24], owing to its potential applications in many

areas such as video surveillance, behavior analysis, and

video content analysis. However, the problem of action

recognition remains challenging when handling the realis-

tic datasets (e.g. HMDB51 [15] and UCF101 [22]). The

main difficulties are caused by large intra-class variations

in the same action class, which may be caused by back-

ground clutter, scale, viewpoint change, and fast irregular

motion. Meanwhile, the video inherent attributes, e.g. high

dimension and low resolution, could further increase the d-

ifficulties of robust recognition. Thus, designing more ab-

stractive representations by imitating human understanding

on videos to deal with these challenges is of crucial impor-

tance.

In last decade, Convolutional Networks (ConvNets) [17]

had led to a series of breakthroughs in image classifica-

tion [14], object detection [4], scene recognition [34] and

motion blur [7]. The typical ConvNets based algorithm-

s including 3D ConvNets [11], Deep ConvNets [28], and

two-stream ConvNets [20] had also been applied to the task

of video-based action recognition. These methods utilized

ConvNets trained on large-scale labeled datasets to auto-

matically learn video representation from raw data and two-

stream ConvNets was the most competitive architecture at

present. However, unlike being applied on image classifica-

tion tasks [14], deep ConvNets failed to achieve a great im-

provement over traditional methods [26]. In our views, this

phenomenon may be caused by two major obstacles: first-

ly, deep ConvNets based methods required a large quantity

of labeled samples for training. However, compared to the

ImageNet dataset [3], the publicly available action recogni-

tion datasets are relatively small, which would lead to high

risk of overfitting when applying deeper ConvNets for train-

ing as on image classification. Secondly, the number of s-

tacked layers in most current deep ConvNets is relatively

small [20], e.g. the architecture of two-stream ConvNets

only contain 5 convolutional layers and 3 fully-connected

layers, it makes the ConvNets lack a high modeling capac-

ity and be not able to handle a large categories of complex

actions. Recent evidence [23, 21] revealed that the depth of

networks is of crucial importance, which means that there
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might be a great performance enhancement benefiting from

its high modeling capacity by exploiting very deep models

[18, 4].

Motivated by the above analysis. We proposed a nov-

el deeper temporal ConvNets for action recognition, which

adopts Residual Networks 101(ResNet-101) [8] as back-

bone. We removed layers after the pool5 layer of ResNet-

101 and added an adaptation fully-connection layer, the out-

put number of which are related with the numbers of action

classes of dataset. The proposed deeper model had a high

modeling capacity which was able to obtain effective repre-

sentations to deal with challenges of complex actions. For

the overfitting problem, the parameters of ResNet-101 lay-

ers trained on the ImageNet was transferred to initialize the

proposed model and an augmented data variation to increase

the data diversity. Besides, It can further enhance recogni-

tion accuracy by disordering the video sets listed in train-

ing/testing splits randomly. To verify the effectiveness of

our method, A number of experiments were performed on

UCF101 dataset [22] and ODAR2017 dataset and achieved

a preferable performance.

The main contributions of this paper are summarized

as below. Firstly, we designed a deeper temporal Con-

vNets for action recognition by adapting recent very deep

architectures-Residual Networks into video domain, which

achieved preferable performances on UCF101 dataset [22]

and ODAR2017 dataset. Secondly, In order to solve the

overfitting problems, we transferred parameters of layers

trained on the ImageNet dataset to compute high-level rep-

resentations for action recognition and propose an augment-

ed data variation strategy. Finally, a dis-ordered strategy

which has been utilized for training/testing splits was pro-

posed to further enhance the final performance of evalua-

tion.

2. Related Work

In this section, we briefly introduced convolutional net-

works for image classification and deep learning based

action recognition, which are the important preliminary

knowledge to help understanding the technical descriptions

presented in the proposed work.

Convolutional Networks for Image Classification.

Deep learning techniques had shown its outstanding effec-

tiveness in a variety of image based tasks [14, 33, 34, 5, 21,

23, 9, 8]. Over the past few years, researchers had proposed

many well-known network structures for image based tasks.

For ImageNet classification, Krizhevsky et al. [14] pro-

posed an AlexNet model that contained eight learned layers.

Zeiler et al. [33] introduced a novel visualization technique

and found an eight layer ConvNet model named ClarifaiNet

that outperformed AlexNet. Simonyan et al. [21] investi-

gated the effect of the convolutional network depth on its

accuracy in the large-scale image recognition setting and

proposed a deeper model, VGGNet (up to 19 layers). In

[23], Szegedy proposed GoogLeNet, a 22 layers deep net-

work. Besides, He et al. proposed the deepest networks

RestNets up to more than 1000 layers at present [8]. An-

alyzing the evolution of from AlexNet to RestNets, It was

obviously found that the depth of ConvNets was deeper and

deeper. These evidence revealed that on the challenging im-

ageNet dataset, methods that exploited deeper models lead-

ing greatly performance due to its high modeling capacity.

Deep Learning based Action Recognition. Since great

advances had been achieved in image recognition task based

on Convolutional networks, which largely promoted the de-

velopment of ConvNets based action recognition in video

[20, 11, 24, 13, 25, 16, 20, 29]. In order to deal with video

data, Ji et al. [11] adapted 2D ConvNets to 3D for video-

based action recognition on relatively small datasets. Tay-

lor et al. [24] used a 3D convolutional RBMS to learn

spatio-temporal features in unsupervised. Karpathy et al.

[13] evaluated several deep ConvNets on large-scale video

classification using a large dataset, called Sports-1M. How-

ever, these models did not capture the motion information

well, they achieved lower performance in comparison with

shallow hand-crafted representation [26]. Recently, to ex-

plicitly model the motion pattern, Simonyan et al. [20] de-

signed two-stream ConvNets composed of spatial and tem-

poral net. The spatial net mainly captured appearance fea-

tures utilizing video frames as inputs. Meanwhile, tem-

poral net learnt effective motion features by using optical

flow fields between several consecutive frames, and finally

it matched the state-of-the-art performance. Besides, Wang

et al. [29] proposed two-stream semantic region based C-

NNs with multiple semantic channels.

However, most of those current deep models lacked high

modeling capacity which was constrained by depth of their

models. In this work, a new deeper temporal ConvNets for

action recognition was proposed by introducing the strate-

gies of CNN weights transferring, data variation augmenta-

tion and dis-ordering.

3. The Proposed Work

In this section, we introduced our proposed approach in

detail. First of all, an overview of the new deeper temporal

ConvNets will be introduced. After that, the details about

getting rid of overfitting effect during training will be dis-

cussed. At last, we discuss detailed implementation consid-

erations including network input configurations, dis-order

scheme and network training or testing.

3.1. Deeper Temporal Convolutional Networks

Motion information encoded in multiple contiguous

frames is of critical for action recognition. Indeed, mo-

tion information contains dynamics of human which can be

used to recognize what the individuals are doing. Motion
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Figure 1. Pipeline of our approach. We incorporate the original

ResNet101 into the framework of temporal ConvNets for action

recognition in videos, and propose a new architecture, called deep-

er temporal ConvNets.

information based methods had shown its outstanding per-

formance in the task of video action recognition [20]. The

temporal ConvNetss is trained to recognize action classes

from motion information in the form of dense optical flow.

But as most deep models, training a deeper temporal Con-

vNets is not easy due to the problem of vanishing or ex-

ploding gradients [6]. Vanishing Gradients is a well known

nuisance in neural networks with many layers [2], as the

gradient information is back-propagated, repeated multipli-

cation or convolution with small weights renders the gradi-

ent information ineffectively small in earlier layers. Several

approaches tried to reduce such an effect practically through

careful initialization [6], Batch Normalization [10], but the

performance enhancement was still limited.

Instead of hoping each few stacked layers directly fit a

desired underlying mapping, Residual networks (ResNet-

relu
1  1, 64 3 3, 64

relu
1 , 256

relu

Identity Mapping

Weight layer
relux

Identity Mapping

relu

G(x) G(x)+x

Weight layer

Figure 2. A deeper residual function F

s) [8] makes use of identity shortcut connections that en-

able flow of information across layers without attenuation.

ResNets had achieved state-of-the-art performance in Ima-

geNet classification task and allowed training of extremely

deep networks up to more than hundreds of layers, which

is just needed by the designing of a deeper temporal Con-

vNets. Formally, a building block in ResNets defined as:

y = G(x, {Wi})+x. Here, x and y are the input and output

vectors of the layers considered. Wi represents the weights

of ith layer. The function G(x, {Wi}) represents the residu-

al mapping to be learned, e.g. in the top of Figure 2 that has

two layers, G = W2 ×ReLU(W1x). The operation G+ x

is performed by a shortcut connection and element-wise ad-

dition. The element-wise additions performed on two fea-

ture maps, channel by channel. The identity mapping in

the top of Figure 2 introduces neither extra parameters nor

computation complexity, this is attractive in practice. The

dimensions of x and G must be equal. If this is not the case,

a linear projection Ws is performed to match the dimen-

sion: y = G(x, {Wi}) + Wsx. the Ws is only used when

matching dimensions. The form of the residual function G

is flexible. We involve the function G that has three layers

as shown in the bottom of Figure 2.

The overview of the proposed deeper temporal ConvNet-

s is shown in Figure 1. In this structure, we constructed a

deeper temporal ConvNets based on a modified RestNets

101 by removing the layers after the pool5 layer of origi-

nal ResNet-101 and adding an adaptation fully-connection

layer, whose output numbers were related with the num-

bers of action classes of dataset. Table 1 gives the details

of the proposed ConvNets, where the input of deeper tem-

poral ConvNets are volumes of stacking optical flow field-

s (224 × 224 × 2F , F is the number of stacking flows,

here F=10). Some beneficial Practices such as Transferring

ResNet-101 weights, Data Variation Augmentation are pro-

posed for deeper temporal ConvNets training.

3.2. Beneficial Practices for Network Training

Deeper neural networks are more difficult to train on the

condition of labeled data deficiency. Here we proposed
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Layer 101-layer Output size

Conv1

[

7× 7
64

]

112× 112

Conv2 x

[

1× 1, 3× 3, 1× 1
64, 64, 256

]

× 3 56× 56

Conv3 x

[

1× 1, 3× 3, 1× 1
128, 128, 512

]

× 4 28× 28

Conv4 x

[

1× 1, 3× 3, 1× 1
256, 256, 1024

]

× 23 14× 14

Conv5 x

[

1× 1, 3× 3, 1× 1
512, 512, 2048

]

× 3 7× 7

Pool5

[

7× 7
2048

]

8× 8

FC101

[

−
101

]

-

Table 1. ConvNets Architectures. The symbol of ’[]’ represents

building blocks as shown in ResNet-101 [8]. e.g. In third rows,

second column, 1 × 1 represents that the kernel size of convo-

lutional layer is 1. The channels of convolutional layer is 64. In

Conv2 x, there are 3 stacked building blocks. The final output size

of Conv2 x is 56× 56. Down sampling is performed by Conv3 x,

Conv4 x, and Conv5 x. Our ConvNet architectures are similar

with ResNet-101. We remove layers after the pool5 layer of orig-

inal ResNet-101 and add an adaptation fully-connection layer for

the task of action recognition.

some beneficial practices for deeper temporal ConvNets

training as follows.

Transferring ResNet-101 Weights. current benchmark

datasets for action recognition are mainly derived from dai-

ly life, the classes of which can be roughly grouped into four

types as shown in Figure 3: (1) body motion only. actions

fully described by human movement like “Push up”. (2) hu-

man object interaction. actions involving specific objects

such as “Biking”. (3) body motion in context. body move-

ment taking place in the specific environment like “Skydiv-

ing”. (4) human object interaction in context. actions

containing representative objects and occurring in certain

context, such as “Balance bean”. Based on investigation,

we found that any given human action types was identified

by the high-level visual cues like human object interaction,

scene context and pose variations [29]. Besides, as shown

in Figure 4, there are “common statistics” between the Im-

ageNet dataset and UCF101 dataset. e.g. “Walking With

Dog” in UCF101 dataset involves the “dog” class, while the

ImageNet also contains many samples of dog like “Maltese

dog”, “working dog”. Models trained on ImageNet dataset

can capture mid-level object parts information for action

recognition. This intrinsic connection inspired us to trans-

fer parameters of ResNet-101 layers trained on ImageNet

to deeper two-stream ConvNets for model initialization to

overcome the overfitting challenge of sample deficiency.

Push up Biking

(a) Body Motion Only (b) Human Object Interaction

Skydiving

(c) Body Motion in Context

Balance bean

(d) Human Object Interaction in Context

Figure 3. Action classes can be grouped into several types. The

recognition of those actions is contributed by different semantics,

like human object interaction, scene context and pose variations

ImageNet

Maltese dog

UCF101 dataset

WalkingWithDogworking dog

Figure 4. Illustration of different dataset statistics between the Im-

ageNet and UCF101.

During this process, due to the input of deeper temporal

ConvNets are volumes of stacking optical flow fields that

are different from RGB images, which led to the channel

number of first layer C1 in temporal ConvNets are not same

as that in ResNet-101 (20 vs. 3). For adjustments, we av-

eraged the ResNet-101’s filters of first layer C1 across its

channel to initialize each channel of C1 layer filters in tem-

poral ConvNets. Besides, the parameters of the rest layers

C2x,· · · ,C5x in ResNets-101 were then transferred to our

temporal ConvNets directly. The experiments proved that

this strategy of weights transferring can effectively over-

come the overfitting caused by sample deficiency.

Data Variation Augmentation. Unlike images, videos

are 3D in nature and have variable temporal durations.

In order to utilize the ConvNets for action recognition in

videos, many methods process video data in advance. In

two-stream ConvNets [20], videos are decomposed into

many image frames according to the time interval and they

extract optical flow fields between frames to model motion
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(a) RGB

(b) Flow-x

(c) Flow-y

Figure 5. Examples of video frames and their corresponding opti-

cal flow fields.

information. However, the data redundancy between con-

secutive frames would cause the deficiency of discrimina-

tive capacity for action recognition. With the purpose of

increasing the diversity of training data, we introduce an

augmented data variation strategy. Firstly, with the fixed

frame size of 256 × 340, each optical flow frame was

cropped 4 corners and 1 center by randomly selecting from

{256, 224, 192, 168} as the width and height, which was

designed to take advantages of multi-scale representation-

s. After the cropped regions being resized to 224× 224 and

flipped horizontally, there are 10 inputs (4 corners, 1 center,

and their horizontal flipping) for the proposed model train-

ing. Such an augmentation scheme substantially increase

the variations of inputs, which also help to get rid of the

problem of overfitting.

3.3. Implementation Considerations

Network Input Configurations. Our deeper temporal

ConvNets takes the multi-frame (10 in our experiment) op-

tical flow fields which aim to capture the motion informa-

tion as input. Here, the optical flow fields between two ad-

jacent frames were extracted by adopting the TVL1 optical

flow algorithm [32]. Then, in order to fed into temporal

ConvNets, we discretize the values of optical flow field-

s into integers and set their range as [0, 255] by a linear

transformation, which makes the range of optical flow field-

s to be just the same with RGB images. Some examples

of video frames and their corresponding optical flow field-

s were shown in Figure 5. It can be seen that a remark-

able amount of horizontal movement or vertical movement

are highlighted in the background. Then, the data varia-

tion augmentation was performed to generate more training

samples.

Dis-order Scheme. The original training/testing splits

of UCF101 are listed orderly according the categories. In

the process of training deeper model, we found that select-

ing labeled samples randomly to train deeper model each it-

eration can further improve the accuracy of training. In the

same way, randomly disordering video sets listed in testing

splits can also achieve significantly improvement of recog-

nition accuracy when testing.

Network Training. We use the Caffe toolbox [8] for

ConvNets implementation. The mini-batch size of stochas-

tic gradient descent (SGD) operation is set to 256 and the

momentum is set to 0.9. For UCF101 dataset, deeper tem-

poral model is pretrained on ImageNet, except for the tem-

poral ConvNets on ODAR dataset which was initialised

from the deeper temporal ConvNets trained on UCF101

dataset, and fine tune the model parameters using a small-

er learning rate. For both UCF101 dataset and ODAR2017

dataset, the learning rate of deeper temporal model is ini-

tialized to be 0.0001 and is decreased to its 0.0005 every

30, 000 iterations. The maximum iteration is set as 110,

000.

Network Testing. For fair comparison with other state-

of-the-art methods, we adopt the same testing strategies as

shown in [20, 28]. We sample 25 optical flow frames with

equal temporal spacing when given a video, then followed

by the augmented data variation augmentation on each se-

lected stacking optical flow fields. Therefore, there was 10

inputs for each selected stacking optical flow fields and the

video class scores was obtained by averaging all the scores

of the sampled stacking optical flow fields and their crops.

In testing process, it was found that randomly disordering

the video sets listed in testing splits can achieve significant-

ly improvement of recognition accuracy, even though the

original video sets listed in testing splits were listed orderly

according the categories.

4. Experiments

In this section, we first introduce the datasets used for

evaluation. Then, evaluations of deeper temporal ConvNets

on two dataset are discussed in detail. In addition, we also

do some additional experiments for deeper RGB ConvNet-

s or combination of deeper RGB and temporal ConvNet-

s. Finally, further insights into the learned deeper temporal

ConvNets or RGB ConvNets are discussed.

4.1. Datasets

In order to evaluate our proposed method, we conduc-

t experiments on UCF101 dataset [22] and ODAR 2017

dataset. UCF101 dataset is the largest available annotated

video dataset, it contains 13, 320 video clips totally which

have been divided into 101 action classes and there are at

least 100 video clips for each class. Following the evalua-

tion scheme of The THUMOS13 challenge [12] and adopt-

ing the proposed dis-order scheme of three training/testing

splits for evaluation, average accuracy across three splits are

reported on UCF101 dataset.
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Training setting Deeper temporal ConvNets

Baseline [20] 73.24%

Data variation augmentation 76.19%

Table 2. Exploration of different training strategies for Deeper

temporal ConvNets on the UCF101 dataset (split 2).

Split Split1 Split2 Split3 Avg

Deeper temporal ConvNets 73.09% 76.19% 76.87% 75.38%

Deeper RGB ConvNets 81.26% 79.86% 81.25% 80.79%

Combined 85.73% 85.62% 85.77% 85.71%

Table 3. Performance of deeper temporal ConvNets, RGB Con-

vNets or combination of deeper RGB and temporal ConvNets on

the UCF101.

Algorithm UCF101

HOG [26, 27] 72.4%

iDT [26, 27] 84.7%

Spatial net [20] 73.0%

Temporal net [20] 83.7%

Two-stream ConvNets [20] 88.0%

Deeper temporal ConvNets 75.38%

Table 4. We compare our proposed model with HOG descriptors

[26], two-stream ConvNets [20].

ODAR 2017 dataset consists of multiple publicly avail-

able datasets (e.g. IXMAS dataset [30], KTH [19], MSR

[31] etc.) with carefully selected action classes that are com-

mon across these datasets. In this challenge, a protocol have

been designed to ensure the training set, validation set, and

test set contains action samples extracted from different do-

main. Overall, 12 common action classes and an additional

class for all other action samples (i.e., “unknown” class)

was selected.

4.2. Exploration Study

In this section, we focus on the investigation the da-

ta variation augmentation scheme for network training de-

scribed in section 3.2. Specifically, we compare our train-

ing setting using data variation augmentation with Baseline

setting in original two-stream ConvNets [20] where a fixed-

size 224 × 224 × 2L(L = 10) is randomly cropped and

flipped. The results are shown in Table 2. We see that the

performance of training using data variation augmentation

scheme is much better than that of Baseline setting, which

implies carefully designed beneficial practices for network

training is necessary to reduce the risk of overfitting.

4.3. Evaluation of Deeper Temporal ConvNets

The overall recognition evaluation of deeper temporal

ConvNets was performed on the UCF101 dataset and O-

DAR2017 dataset with founded beneficial practices.

The results of deeper temporal ConvNets on the UCF101

Method ODAR

Deeper temporal ConvNets 57.72%

Deeper RGB ConvNets 32.55%

Combined 34.83%

Table 5. Performance of deeper temporal ConvNets, deeper RGB

ConvNets or combination of deeper temporal and RGB ConvNets

on the ODAR2017 dataset.

dataset illustrated in Table 3. In Table 4, We first com-

pare the performance of our deeper temporal ConvNets with

hand-designed features like HOG descriptors, iDT descrip-

tors. It shows that the convolutional descriptors of deeper

temporal net are much better than HOG descriptors (75.38%

vs 72.4%). However, there is a lower performance in com-

parison with iDT descriptors which was the most discrimi-

native hand-designed features. To demonstrate the advance-

ment of deeper structure compared with the original two-

stream ConvNets [20], our deeper temporal ConvNets out-

performs Spatial net [20] (75.38% vs 73.0%) but is weaker

than Temporal net [20] and Two-stream ConvNets [20].

One thing that needs to be specified, the reason why our

Deeper temporal ConvNets could not yield a same good

performance as the original Temporal net [20](75.38% vs

83.7%) can be explained as follows. As discussed in sec-

tion 3.2, we use parameters of ResNet-101 layers trained on

the ImageNet to initialize deeper temporal ConvNets. How-

ever, the inputs of deeper temporal nets are the volumes of

stacking optical flow fields, which are essentially differen-

t from the image inputs of ImageNet. Such a divergence

caused the reused layers from ImageNet models could not

work properly as a generic extractor of mid-level represen-

tations for temporal ConvNets. Besides, the optical flow

fields extracted from videos are relatively insufficient for

learning so many parameters as the initialization of tempo-

ral net.

At the end, we evaluated deeper temporal ConvNets on

ODAR2017 dataset. The results was illustrated in Table 5.

The best accuracy of 57.72% was achieved on ODAR2017

dataset. In Figure 6, we show the confusion matrix for O-

DAR2017 dataset classification using our deeper temporal

ConvNets. Besides, the corresponding per-class recall are

also visualised in Figure 7. It can be seen that the worst

class recall corresponds to unknow class, which is mainly

confused with celltoear, drink and wave class. We found

that this is caused by the significant presence of same mo-

tion patterns (hand moving up and down) in both classes.

Limitation and Discussion. Due to the time limita-

tions, we did not optimize the our model and achieve the

higher performance on UCF101. However, our proposed

ideas that deeper ConvNets obtained better performance are

worth noting. Later, we will optimize the model by adjust-

ing the parameters or some other measures. Believing that

13



Figure 6. Confusion matrix of deeper temporal ConvNets on the

ODAR dataset.

Figure 7. Per-class recall of deeper temporal ConvNets on the O-

DAR dataset.

a promising performance should also be able to achieved on

the dataset of UCF101 or other databases.

4.4. Additional Experiments

In this section, we also do some additional experiments

for validating the deeper RGB ConvNets or combination

of deeper RGB and temporal ConvNets. The deeper RG-

B ConvNets shares similar architectures with deeper tem-

poral ConvNets except for the input data layer. The deep-

er RGB ConvNets takes as input a square 224 × 224 pix-

el RGB image and performs action recognition by exploit-

ing appearance features. Besides, the training or testing of

deeper RGB ConvNets are also similar with deeper tempo-

ral ConvNets. Combination of deeper RGB and temporal

ConvNets means that softmax scores of each ConvNets are

combined by late fusion.

The results of deeper RGB ConvNets or combination of

deeper RGB and temporal ConvNets on the UCF101 dataset

illustrated in Table 3. Based on investigation, it can be seen

that the deeper RGB ConvNets achieved a superior perfor-

mance than deeper temporal ConvNets. For combining of

deeper RGB and temporal ConvNets, we take a weighted

average of them. As shown in Table 3, the performance gap

between deeper RGB ConvNets and deeper temporal Con-

vNets is much smaller. Based on this fact, we give more

credits to the temporal ConvNets by setting its weight as 1

and that of RGB ConvNets as 1.2. The fusion of them can

further boost the performance. This further improvemen-

t indicates that appearance features extracted from deeper

RGB ConvNets are complementary to those motion features

of deeper temporal ConvNets.

Besides, the results on the ODAR dataset were illustrat-

ed in Table 5. Combination is carried out by setting weight

of deeper temporal ConvNets as 2 and that of deeper RGB

ConvNets as 1. It can be found that the deeper RGB Con-

vNets on ODAR dataset did not yield good performance as

on the UCF101 dataset. As shown in Table 5, the perfor-

mance of deeper RGB ConvNets was below that of deeper

temporal ConvNets by a large margin. Besides, the deeper

RGB ConvNets on ODAR dataset did not act as comple-

mentary feature to further boost the performance as deeper

RGB ConvNets on the UCF101 dataset did. We concluded

that this is due to three reasons. First, the ODAR dataset

are suffered from more poor image quality than UCF101,

which was caused by darkness of light conditions and low

resolution. Second, higher inter-class similarities in ODAR

dataset which caused by significant presence of same hu-

man or scene in different classes. Finally, compared with

UCF101 dataset, the action classes of ODAR are rather sim-

ple actions such as “walk”, “running”, and “wave”, which

involves only body movements. As a consequence, the

deeper RGB ConvNets extracted little high-level visual cues

for action recognition.

4.5. Visualisation

To attain an insight into the learned deeper RGB or tem-

poral ConvNets, some frame images or their correspond-

ing optical flow fields belonging to different action classes

such as “PommelHorse”,“Basketball” in UCF101 dataset,

and “getup”, “drink” in ODAR dataset are selected to feed

into deeper RGB net or deeper temporal ConvNets respec-

tively. The feature maps of last convolutional layer that cor-

responding to deeper RGB or temporal ConvNets are then

visualized in Figure 8. From the visualized examples, we

see that our feature maps of last convolutional are relatively

sparse and exhibit a high correlation with the action areas,

which indicates that our deeper RGB or temporal ConvNets

has high modeling capacity to obtain discriminative features

for action recognition in videos. Besides, it can be seen that

the feature maps of ODAR dataset are largely more sparse

than those of UCF101, it verified that the the deeper RG-

B or temporal ConvNets of ODAR dataset extracted little

high-level visual cues for action recognition as discussed in
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(a) RGB

(b) Spatial feature map

(e) Temporal feature map

(c) Flow-x

(d) Flow-y

Figure 8. Visualisation of learnt convolutional filters. We select some video frames, optical flow fields, and visualize their corresponding

feature maps of deeper RGB ConvNets and deeper temporal ConvNets.

Section 4.4.

5. Conclusions and Future work

In this paper, we proposed a novel deeper temporal Con-

vNets that learning of high-level motion information for ac-

tion recognition in videos. To guarantee the learning per-

formance, some beneficial practices are also introduced to

overcome the overfitting challenge of sample deficiency. In

testing phase, a significant improvement of action recogni-

tion has been achieved with a dis-ordering strategy among

video sets listed in testing splits. Besides, the additional

experiments are carried out to explore how well deeper RG-

B ConvNets or combination of deeper RGB and temporal

ConvNets performed on UCF101 and ODAR dataset. The

empirical experiments have shows that the proposed deeper

temporal ConvNets achieved a superior performance.

In experimental evaluation, we also found that deeper

temporal ConvNets did not yield good performance as the

deeper RGB ConvNets on UCF101 dataset. One promising

way for this limitation is to capture the motion information

with deeper temporal structure, which motivated us to adopt

the deeper recurrent neural networks to model long term

motion dynamics in future studies.
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